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HOMELAND
GROUP
Homeland Group is a name that has come to the fore and is establishing itself as a leader in every
market that it chooses to venture in. This prestigious conglomerate of the Indian Subcontinent has
a huge turnover of about USD 400 Million. Its dedicated actions have assisted the Group in attaining
a sound status in the industry and will also direct it towards a triumphant tomorrow

W

ith an aim to become one of the best
conglomerates across the lengths and
breadths of the country, Homeland Group
is looking forward for the endless opportunities that
are present in various industries. Values such as
excellence, trust and integrity hold the Group’s vision
together and direct it to look for the best opportunities
available in its course of substantial growth and
development.
MULTIDIMENSIONAL GROWTH
In the past year, Homeland Group has entered into
several markets such as manufacturing, processing
of vanaspati, refined oil, solvent oil and by products,
trading of crude edible and non-edible oils, pesticides
and insecticides, retail, real estate, social welfare,
education, cotton spinning, hospitality, etc.
Some of its well-established ventures are:
HOMELAND CITY PVT. LTD.
Among the strong and valued steps that the Group
takes in building the country, Homeland City
proves to be a fervent residential subsidiary. The
company was incorporated in the year 2005 with a
vision to transform the residential and commercial
developments in India.
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Some of its magnificent landmarks are Homeland
Heights Residency, Homeland City, Homeland City
Mall, etc. This subsidiary certainly thrives to work
in the alignment of the Group’s vision of “Improve
Standard of Living”.
JINDAL OIL & FATS LTD.
This manufacturing arm of the Group is involved
in the manufacturing of Vanaspati Oils, dehydrated
vegetable oils and import of various kinds of edible as
well as non-edible oils, fats and related products.
The company pays a great attention towards the
quality and hygiene of the products that they offer.
The company’s efficient infrastructure makes it
possible for them to give the excellent results that
have helped them in creating a high brand value in
the market.
ITL PUBLIC SCHOOL
Homeland Group believes in the philosophy of giving
back to the society and that is why it has stepped into
the field of education with ITL Public School to provide
world class education to the leaders of tomorrow.
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The school has great infrastructure that contributes
to the wholesome growth of the students. Because of
its splendid performance, the school has received the
International School Award as well. In addition, the
school also takes its student on various international
tours for their educational exposure.
Apart from these, some other famous subsidiaries
of the companies are: HL Hotel & Resorts Pvt. Ltd.,
AHR City Project Pvt. Ltd, GI Industries Pvt. Ltd,
Home Land City Mall, HL Hotel & Resorts Pvt. Ltd.,
AB Cotspin Pvt. Ltd., etc.
THE PHILANTHROPIC APPROACH
Homeland Group believes that a company’s growth
is related to the growth of its society and the people
directly or indirectly. Keeping this belief in the mind,
Homeland Group always takes up new measures
which would lead to the upliftment and betterment
of its surroundings. It follows the unique strategy of
sustainable development and human growth.
For the maintenance of the Gaushalas of Mohali
and Bathinda, the group asserts that it contributes
around five percent of its sales revenue. Further, they
also adopt preventive measures so that the company’s
real estate arm does not inflict any harmful effects on
the environment. In Homeland Group, one finds that
there is equal respect for all irrespective of anyne’s
position in the company. Each and every individual
receives constant motivation from his/her employers
and gets a fair chance to prove his/her mettle.

TOUR DE FORCE
• It is one of the esteemed groups
present in North India.
• Homeland Group was the official
Luxury Housing Partners of KINGS
XI PUNJAB in 2015.
QUANTUM LEAPS
• The Group has a huge turnover of
about USD 400 Million.
• It has constructed various
renowned projects such as
Homeland City Mall and North
Ex Twin Towers, the very first
commercial towers of New Delhi.
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